
 

Officials: More than 40 percent of California
out of drought

January 12 2017, by Ellen Knickmeyer

  
 

  

In this Friday, Feb. 14, 2014, file photo, morning traffic makes its way toward
downtown Los Angeles along the Hollywood Freeway past an electronic sign
warning of severe drought. More than 40 percent of California has emerged
from a punishing drought that covered the whole state a year ago, federal
drought-watchers said Thursday, Jan. 12, 2017 a stunning transformation caused
by an unrelenting series of storms in the North that filled lakes, overflowed
rivers and buried mountains in snow. (AP Photo/Richard Vogel, File)

More than 40 percent of California has emerged from a punishing
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drought that covered the whole state a year ago, federal drought-
watchers said Thursday, a stunning transformation caused by an
unrelenting series of storms in the North that filled lakes, overflowed
rivers and buried mountains in snow.

The weekly drought report by government and academic water experts
showed 42 percent of the state free from drought. This time last year, 97
percent of the state was in drought.

Southern California, also receiving welcome rain from the storms,
remains in drought but has experienced a dramatic reduction in the
severity. Just 2 percent of the state, a swath between Los Angeles and
Santa Barbara, remains in the sharpest category of drought that includes
drying wells, reservoirs and streams and widespread crop losses. Forty-
three percent of the state was in that direst category this time a year ago.

California will remain in a drought emergency until Gov. Jerry Brown
lifts or eases the declaration he issued in January 2014, while standing in
a bare Sierra Nevada meadow that one of the state's driest stretches on
record had robbed of all snow.

State officials said this week that Brown will likely wait until the end of
California's winter snow and rain season to make a decision on revising
the drought declaration.
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In this Jan. 3, 2017, file photo, Frank Gehrke, chief of the California
Cooperative Snow Surveys Program for the Department of Water Resources,
plunges the survey tube into the snowpack as he conducts the first snow survey
of the season at Phillips Station near Echo Summit, Calif. More than 40 percent
of California has emerged from a punishing drought that covered the whole state
a year ago, federal drought-watchers said Thursday, Jan. 12, a stunning
transformation caused by an unrelenting series of storms in the North that filled
lakes, overflowed rivers and buried mountains in snow. (AP Photo/Rich
Pedroncelli, File)

For Northern California, at least, the onslaught of storms that brought
the Sierras their heaviest snow in six years and forced voluntary
evacuations of thousands of people as rivers surged will likely make it a
much clearer call for the governor, water experts said.

"It's hard to say we have a drought here right now," said Jay Lund,
director of the Center for Watershed Sciences at the University of
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California at Davis, an area near Sacramento that was awash after its
heaviest rain in 20 years.

Lund spoke on his way back from taking students to see flood gates on
the Sacramento River, opened by state officials Tuesday for the first
time in 12 years to ease pressure on river banks and levees.

  
 

  

In this April 1, 2015 file photo, Frank Gehrke, chief of the California
Cooperative Snow Surveys Program for the Department of Water Resources,
and Gov. Jerry Brown walk across a dry meadow that is usually covered in
several inches of snow to conduct a snow survey, near Echo Summit, Calif. More
than 40 percent of California has emerged from a punishing drought that
covered the whole state a year ago, federal drought-watchers said Thursday, Jan.
12, 2017 a stunning transformation caused by an unrelenting series of storms in
the North that filled lakes, overflowed rivers and buried mountains in snow. (AP
Photo/Rich Pedroncelli, File)
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The opened gates were spilling a 2-mile torrent of excess water onto
public lands in the Sacramento Valley, alongside the equally raging
Sacramento, the state's largest river.

More storms Thursday raised fears of mudslides in Southern California
and clogged commutes statewide. The Russian River in Northern
California's wine region was among the tributaries still in flood.
Residents in the resort town of Guerneville used canoes and kayaks to
get around flooded areas, and even inside their inundated homes.

Forecasters said rain and snow would continue into Thursday afternoon.
But the heaviest of the back-to-back systems fueled by an "atmospheric
river" weather phenomenon had passed after delivering the heaviest rain
in a decade.

  
 

  

In this Jan. 11, 2017, file photo, a rainbow is seen over a flooded landscape in
Hollister, Calif. More than 40 percent of California has emerged from a
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punishing drought that covered the whole state a year ago, federal drought-
watchers said Thursday, Jan. 12, a stunning transformation caused by an
unrelenting series of storms in the North that filled lakes, overflowed rivers and
buried mountains in snow. (AP Photo/Marcio Jose Sanchez, File)

"Everything is on the way down," said Steve Anderson, a meteorologist
at the National Weather Service office in Monterey.

The past week's storms were enough to double the snowpack in parts of
the Sierras, runoff from which provides Californians with much of their
year-round water supply. Stations up and down the mountain chain were
reporting twice the amount of normal rain and snow for this time of
year.

The state's reservoirs were brimming above average for the first time in
six years.
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In this Jan. 9, 2017, file photo, vineyards remain flooded in the Russian River
Valley in Forestville, Calif. More than 40 percent of California has emerged
from a punishing drought that covered the whole state a year ago, federal
drought-watchers said Thursday, Jan. 12, a stunning transformation caused by an
unrelenting series of storms in the North that filled lakes, overflowed rivers and
buried mountains in snow. (AP Photo/Eric Risberg, File)

"It's been so wet in some places this winter we would do pretty well even
if it tapered off right now," said Daniel Swain, a fellow at the University
of California at Los Angeles whose weather blog has been a closely
watched chronicle of the drought.

Water experts look at factors including soil moisture, stream levels and
snow pack in determining drought, said Claudia Faunt, a San Diego-
based hydrologist with the U.S. Geological Survey.

At the peak of the drought in 2014 and 2015, urban Californians were
under a mandatory 25-percent water conservation order from Brown.
Dozens of threatened native species suffered as waterways shriveled.
More than 100 million trees in the Sierra Nevadas died, foresters said.
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In this Wednesday, Jan. 11, 2017, photo, Briones Reservoir is seen near capacity
in Orinda, Calif. More than 40 percent of California has emerged from a
punishing drought that covered the whole state a year ago, federal drought-
watchers said Thursday, Jan. 12, a stunning transformation caused by an
unrelenting series of storms in the North that filled lakes, overflowed rivers and
buried mountains in snow. (AP Photo/Ben Margot)

California's underground water reserves have been so depleted by extra
pumping in the drought that they would take decades, at a minimum, to
replenish, experts said.

In a state as sprawling and varied as California, "where we are in a
drought is complicated," Faunt said.
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In this May 1, 2014 file photo, fourth-generation rice farmer Josh Sheppard
walks across the dried-up ditch at his rice farm in Richvale, Calif. More than 40
percent of California has emerged from a punishing drought that covered the
whole state a year ago, federal drought-watchers said Thursday, Jan. 12 a
stunning transformation caused by an unrelenting series of storms in the North
that filled lakes, overflowed rivers and buried mountains in snow. (AP Photo/Jae
C. Hong, File)
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In this Jan. 8, 2017 file photo, the Merced River flows under the Pohono Bridge
in Yosemite National Park, Calif. More than 40 percent of California has
emerged from a punishing drought that covered the whole state a year ago,
federal drought-watchers said Thursday, Jan. 12 a stunning transformation
caused by an unrelenting series of storms in the North that filled lakes,
overflowed rivers and buried mountains in snow. (Silvia Flores/The Fresno Bee
via AP, File)
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In this Thursday, Oct. 30, 2014 file photo, houseboats sit in the drought lowered
waters of Oroville Lake, near Oroville, Calif. More than 40 percent of California
has emerged from a punishing drought that covered the whole state a year ago,
federal drought-watchers said Thursday, Jan. 12, 2017 a stunning transformation
caused by an unrelenting series of storms in the North that filled lakes,
overflowed rivers and buried mountains in snow. (AP Photo/Rich Pedroncelli,
File)
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